MODEL D-1694 MANUAL
(ELECTRIC HEATER TYPE)
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SAFETY INSTRUCTION
1. OUTLINE CONCERNING SAFETY

Before stating operation or maintenance of this machine/system, be sure read through this
section and understand the contents, Various dangerous utilities (electricity, pneumatic
power, and etc.) are supplied to the system, so operate the system very carefully.

This section explains what should be understood on safety before starting operation or
maintenance of this machine/system, Noncompliance to these will bring you injury of fatal
accident or may result in breakdown of the machine/system, products (wafers) or facilities
or may cause a disaster.

Operator


Before operation and maintenance of the machine/system, it is necessary to
complete the training course for the operation and maintenance of the
machine/system.



Operate and maintain the machine/system with the approval of the administrator
of the machine/system.



It is very dangerous that any person who has little knowledge of the
machine/system and has hardly understood the mechanism operates and
maintains the machine/system improperly or carelessly.

Before Operation


Any person who operates or maintains the machine/system should read this
manual carefully and understand the contents. Pay special attention to
explanations under the titles of “Danger”, “Warning” and “Caution” and
understand them completely, Follow the instructions and prevent any danger
expected in the operation or the maintenance.



Before operation or maintenance of the machine/system, be sure to read and
understand precautions for safety in the manual and warning labels stuck here
and there on the machine/system and follow the instructions. If not, you may
face injury of fatal accident, or the machine/system, products (wafers) or
facilities may be broken down or led to disaster.



You will find Precautions for Safety in other sections than this section.
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Warning Label


Warning labels are very important. Do not peel them off intentionally.



If they are soiled and become illegible, peeled off by mistake or lost, stick new
labels to where they were.
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2. Warning of Danger
During operation or maintenance of the machine/system, pay attention to the following
warning levels, Understand the contents and take proper actions.
Warning messages are shown in warning labels on the machine/system and in
Precautions for Safety in this manual.

DANGER
“DANGER” message forecast concrete dangers and indicate what
will bring fatal accident or serious injury to the operator unless he
strictly observes precautions to prevent such dangers. They also include what will leak
harmful gas or cause fire unless handled correctly. The contents are similar as warning
messages but are generally more dangerous. The warning label is have been basically
designed in red.

WARNING
“ WARNING” message forecast concrete dangers and indicate
what will bring fatal accident or serious injury to the operator
unless he strictly observes precautions or instructions to prevent such danger.
They also include what will leak harmful gas or cause fire unless handled correctly. The
warning label is have been basically designed in orange.

CAUTION
“CAUTION” message forecast concrete dangers and indicate what
will bring light injury to the operator or what may damage the
system, products(wafers) and facilities or lead them to trouble unless he strictly observes
precautions of instructions to prevent such dangers. The warning label is have been
basically designed in yellow.
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3. Pictographs to Warn Danger
The following pictographs are used in “Precautions for safety” in the manual and in warning
labels stuck here and there on the machine/system.
The following graphic symbols express general images of danger or safety, but the manual
and warning labels explains how to avoid respective dangers.
When operating or maintaining the machine/ system, read such explanations and
understand the contents to follow such warning messages.

Touching energized parts will burn finger, injure
the operator or may kill operator.
Make it a rule to turn off the power before open
cover or maintenance of the machine /system.

This symbol is attached to burn hazard part.
Notice that service man’s hands injure look
down working of this machine/system during
maintenance, setting or repair.
Make it a rule not to touch or maintain the
Machine /system when machine / system is working.

This symbol is attached to gear part, bend parts
and chain part. The unit works moving, so it can
be crush and cut hazard during maintenance
and operating by gear parts.
Notice that service man’s hands injure look
down moving of this unit during maintenance, setting or repair.
Make it a rule not to operate or maintain the machine /system when someone is working
in the dangerous area.
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Before

operation

and

maintenance

of

the

machine /system, it is necessary to complete
the training course for the operation and
maintenance of the system.
Operate and maintain the machine /system with
the approval of the administrator of the machine /system.
It is very dangerous that any person who has little knowledge of the machine /system and
has hardly understood the mechanism operates and maintains the machine /system
improperly or carelessly.

Protective device must be worn.
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4. Major Dangers and Methods to Avoid them
Before operation or maintenance of the machine /system, be sure to read this subsection and fully understand all dangers involved and the methods to them.

5. Electrical Hazard
The machine /system consumes electricity in the control system and the heat treatment
system including heater. Especially, the heater power source is provided with rather high
voltage( 220 or 380 or 440 VAC) and current. If any worker touches the energized part or
the current-carrying part by mistake during maintenance work, he will be seriously injured
or be killed.
Before starting operation or maintenance, be sure to read this sub-section and fully
understand electrical hazards and preventive methods

6. Dangerous area

Never touch follows when operate the machine /system. You will get an electric shock.


Main power terminal



Breaker terminal block



Inside of power unit



Switch-board
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7. Emergency off switch (EMO switch) (OPTION)

In case of an emergency stop with the EMO switch, machine/ system is shut off, Inless the
power on the factory is turned off, the primary side of the breaker has been still energized.
So, do not touch terminals.
The system is fitted with an Emergency Off(EMO)Switch.
Pressing the switch shuts off the power to the machine/system.
Before operation of maintenance work, be sure to check the location of the EMO switch
and to understand how to use it.
Check operation of the EMO switch at constant intervals.
▶ Operation Procedure

1. Press the Emergency Off Switch with composure when you find danger. Then the
Emergency Off Switch becomes concave.

2. After pressing the Emergency Off Switch, it is kept concave. To turn on the
electricity, press and reset the Emergency Off Switch again.
The Emergency Off Switch becomes convex and enable to turn on the electricity.

Take countermeasure against the cause to press the Emergency Off Switch before resetting
the switch. And set/check the machine/system again
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Ⅰ. INSTALLATION

1. The right and back side of machine should keep more than 10 Cm from the
well (pic 1).
2. The left side of machine should keep more than 30 Cm from the well (pic 1) for
maintenance and change parts.
3. When the machine install, the level of machine have to be adjusted.
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- pic 1-
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Ⅱ. HOOD CONNECTION

- pic 2 1. There are one exhaust port in this machine.
2. Please connect with main hood& duct system.

EXHAUST PORT is very hot
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Ⅲ. POWER CONNECTION

Make it a rule to turn off the power before
connect power line to machine.

1. The machine has to be connected with 3phase-220 /380 /440/ 480volt power.
2. As the power be connected properly, the main shaft will revolver counterclockwise (pic R).

- pic R-

Ⅳ. PREPARATORY CONDITION OF RAW MATERIAL

1. Material condition
-.The sand, dust and stones are removed from raw material.
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Ⅴ. HOW TO OPERATE

- PIC3 –
A. POWER SWITCH
1. POWER LAMP
2. MATERIAL TEMPERATURE METER
3. SPEED CONTROL TEMPERATURE METER
4. HEATING TEMPERATURE METER
5. TWIN TIMMER
6. BUZZER
7. LOW SPEED LAMP
8. HIGH SPEED LAMP
9. BURNER “ON” LAMP
10. “MANUAL”,”STOP”, “AUTO” ROASTING SELECT SWITCH
11. MANUAL ROASTING “LOW SPEED”/OFF/”HIGH SPEED”
SELECT SWITCH
12. HEATER “ON”/”OFF” SELECT SWITCH
* There are 3 pieces of ampere meter on the side of control box, you can check
HEATER CONDITION with these ampere meter.
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▶ ROASTING PROCEDURE
-. Supply electric power to machine and set the main [power on/off switch,(A,pic
3) on, the [power lamp] (1,pic3) is light.
-. Set the heating temperature at 300~350℃ in the [heating temperature meter]
(4,pic 3)
-. Turn on the [heating “on”/”off’ select switch](12,pic3) then [heater lamp]
(9,pic3) is on.
-. Set the material temperature (in case sesame seed: at 190~210℃) in the
[material temperature meter](2,pic 3).
-. Set the speed control temperature at 100℃ in the [speed control temperature
meter](3,pic3).
-. When the heating temperature reaches at the setting temperature in [heating
temperature control meter](4,pic 3), turn on the [automatic roasting “on”/”off”
select switch](10,pic3)
.
-. When material temperature reaches at 100℃, the agitator speed change
repeatedly as low or high speed. When low speed, turn on the [low speed
lamp](7,pic3).When high speed, turn on the [high speed lamp](8,pic3).
The rotate time of speed can adjust with [twin timer](5,pic3).
-. When the material temperature reaches at the setting temperature in [material
temperature control meter](2,pic 3), [buzzer](6,pic3) is buzz. Then pull down
the lever(pic4).

- pic4 –
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Ⅵ. TROUBLE-SHOOTING

When maintenance and fix the machine,
You should check electric power and
machine working. And remember, machine
is too hot.

POINT
The

CAUSE

TREATMENT

1. Suspension of power supply.

1. Confirm power source and fuse.

agitator 2. The magnet connector, inside 2. After shutting off power, remove
doesn’t

of control box disconnected by

work

dust.

dust with compressed air.
3. Check a magnet connector or timer.

3. The error of temperature meter. 4. Change the electric parts.
Roaster 1,Suspension of power supply.

1.Check relay, timing relay, magnet

doesn’t 2.The magnet connector, inside

connector, [speed control

work

of control box disconnected

temperature meter](3,pic3).

automat

by dust.

-ically

2.Turn off the [automatic roasting

3.The error of [speed control

“on”/”off” select switch](10,pic3)

temperature meter](3,pic3).

and then operate the roaster with
manual switch(11,pic3).

Temper 1.The magnet connector, inside
-ature

of control box disconnected

is not

by dust

good.

2.Badness of heater

1.After shutting off power, remove
dust with compressed air.
2. Change the heater.
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Ⅶ. MAINTENANCE

When maintenance and fix the machine,
You should check electric power and
machine working. And remember, machine
is too hot.

Wind off nut(above picture) and change agitator blade.

-.GREASE FILL UP.
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Ⅷ. ELECTRIC LINING

When you touch electric panel or parts,
You should check electric power and
machine working. And remember, machine
is too hot.
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Ⅸ. HEATER LINING

When you touch electric panel or parts,
You should check electric power and
machine working. And remember, machine
is too hot.
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